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 The ability to take on real-life projects helps you learn how to think like an analyst at the Wall Street firms . In May 2016, after
seeing that Wall Street firms would be losing thousands of qualified hires due to financial modeling courses that were difficult

to pass and that did not prepare students for a real-world financial modeling experience, I started to write a new financial
modeling course that would have a curriculum based on real-life modeling case studies. I wrote a course that introduced real-life
financial modeling using interviews as the teaching methodology, since the most difficult part of financial modeling at the Wall

Street firms is the interview process, not the financial models themselves. What does real-life modeling teach?
----------------------------------- I believe real-life modeling teaches financial modeling in the following three ways: -

**Interview**. Using the interview methodology, real-life modeling teaches you how to ask questions during the interview
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process. Through this process, you learn how to ask what is most important to a client. - **Analysis**. Students learn how to
perform an analysis using the interview methodology. They understand and learn how to analyze a client's financial statements
and identify which financial statements are most important to the client. - **Modeling**. Students learn how to build financial
models using the interview methodology. They understand and learn how to build a financial model using the different features
offered by different software and how to test the output of a financial model using different techniques. The course I created is
designed to teach financial modeling in a unique way that combines real-life modeling with real-life interview case studies. The
goal of the course is to educate students in the skill of analyzing and building a financial model using the interview methodology
and the tools offered by financial software such as *Modeling Mark II*, *SYSTRAN*, *QuantWiz*, and *RI*, using real-life

case studies. What is the real-life case study methodology? --------------------------------------------- The real-life case study
methodology is a teaching methodology that can be used to present case studies to students. This methodology is similar to a role

play in an interview. The real-life case study methodology has been used by financial modeling firms, for example, in the
Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts' (ICFA) annual conference and with the Institute of Management Accountants (IMA).
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